
PricePac Program 

Hydraulic Power Solutions.
Quality Delivered Quickly. 



HPUs within 48 hours
By utilizing the latest design and assembly techniques 
in our dedicated manufacturing cell, we can build 
and ship many PricePac HPUs within 48 hours of 
receiving an order.  

We design, engineer and pre-configure our  
PricePac HPUs with:

 • 3-, 5-, 10-, 15-, 20-, 40- and 80-gallon  
  reservoir sizes

 • ½ HP to 50 HP electric motors

 • Flows to 26.4 GPM 

 • Pressures up to 3,000 PSI

 • 6- and 10-micron return filters

 •  Various options for manifold configurations,   
stack valves, heat exchangers, pressure switches,  
and electrical enclosures 

An HPU Solution For Every Need.

HPUs within 10 days
PricePac Plus™ incorporates core elements of the 
standard PricePac design with a broader offering of 
components, features and customization to precisely 
meet your needs. 

We can configure and build these systems typically 
within 10 days of ordering, giving you the modified 
system you need with the fast turnaround you’d expect 
with a pre-configured system. Plus, each one goes 
through engineering review to ensure it meets your 
specific application requirements.

We design, engineer and pre-configure our PricePac 
Plus HPUs with all the PricePac specifications plus:

 • Flows to 50 GPM

 • Pressures to 5,000 PSI

 •  Expanded options for pumps, valve manifolds, 
stack valves, voltages, filtration, heat exchangers 
and electrical control packages

The PricePac™ Program is our exclusive line of pre-configured, high-quality hydraulic power units (HPUs).  
Our team of 20+ engineers design each solution to meet your application and circuit requirements. We then 
assemble each unit with the highest quality components utilizing proven assembly standards and techniques.  

Developed with you in mind, this program offers you three ways to configure HPUs that meet your exact needs. 

PricePac PricePac Plus



Exactly what you need, when you need it
We can design and build a completely custom system 
to meet your exact application and environmental 
requirements – designed, built and shipped to meet 
your specific timeline.

We’ve designed systems exceeding 2,000 HP with 
flows in excess of 3,000 GPM, and we’re experts 
in building test stands, control systems, lubrication 
systems, cooling systems, and any automation system 
you may require. 

Performance. Guaranteed.
Our HPUs are backed by a leak-free guarantee,*  
plus one year of our preventative maintenance 
program.* Every HPU comes with a hydraulic 
schematic and operation manual for easy installation, 
operation and maintenance. In addition, we offer 
installation and start-up services to help you make the 
most of your investment.

Expert Guidance  
And High 
Performance.
When you work with Price Engineering, 

you get a team of experts that 

guides you from product selection 

to fully engineered hydraulic power 

solutions. Our design expertise and 

quality assurance means you’ll get 

the right solution that will deliver high 

performance for years to come.  

Custom

* Contact Price Engineering for specific program details.
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Price Engineering delivers leading-edge motion technologies that help manufacturers, especially American 
manufacturers, regain and maintain their competitive position. Because we are a complete partner – 
from plant services to high-level engineering – we excel at helping companies in many industries realize 
innovative motion solutions that once seemed impossible. 

We bring these innovative solutions to life with a multi-disciplinary team that understands electrical, 
pneumatic and hydraulic systems, supported by our human-centered approach. Our industry experts guide 
customers from product selection through designing, building and implementing fully customized hydraulic, 
pneumatic, electrical control and automation solutions. And with our proactive maintenance, service and 
repair of industrial and mobile equipment, we deliver inspired ideas and answers.

Because in today’s world, being competitive is not just about innovation – it’s about bringing innovation to life 
quickly and efficiently. The world moves fast. We can help you keep up.

Learn more about our exceptional products and services at www.priceeng.com.


